COMMERICAL PROJECTS:
SITE IMPROVE/FOUNDATION ONLY

1 N WEINBACH AVE - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
UNKNOWN BUSINESS
VANILLA BOX FOR 3 UNITS
LARRY DONOVAN (812) 882-0415 DONOVANANDDONOVAN@SBCGLOBAL.NET

SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL

330 MAIN ST - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
BARGETOWN MARKET II
REMODEL OF EXISTING GROCERY STORE
LA+D; JONATHAN LAMAR (812) 890-2237 JLAMAR@LAMAR-ARCH.COM

2521 N BURKHARDT RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
UNITED METHODIST YOUTH HOME INC
UNITED METHODIST YOUTH HOME - NEW GIRLS HOMES
LA+D; JONATHAN LAMAR (812) 890-2237 JLAMAR@LAMAR-ARCH.COM

7 N FULTON AVE - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
CIRCLE K
LIGHT INTERIOR REMODELING (CASEWORK & FINISHES)
HINDERLITER; RYAN SERMERSHEIM (812) 425-4137 RYANS@HCI4.COM

4101 N HWY 41 - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
CIRCLE K
LIGHT INTERIOR REMODELING (CASEWORK & FINISHES)
HINDERLITER; RYAN SERMERSHEIM (812) 425-4137 RYANS@HCI4.COM

300 S GREEN RIVER RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
CIRCLE K
LIGHT INTERIOR REMODELING (CASEWORK & FINISHES)
HINDERLITER; RYAN SERMERSHEIM (812) 425-4137 RYANS@HCI4.COM

5103 SPRING VALLEY DR - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
SPURLING PROPERTIES
MAINTENANCE GARAGE
MORLEY; JAMES MORLEY (812) 464-9585 JIM@MORLEYCORP.COM

1730 N BURKHARDT RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
BAD LLC
REVIEW OF COMMERCIAL BUSINESS FOR MULTI-TENANT USE & PARKING
GLEN MERITT (812) 401-5561 GMERITT@CASHWAGGNER.COM
SUBDIVISIONS:
MAJOR SUBDIVISION

MAJ-2019-006
FREDERICK COMMONS - TWO
113 S WEINBACH AVE - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
LOCKMUELLER GROUP; JAMES FARNY SR (812) 479-6200

MAJ-2019-005
FREDERICK COMMONS - ONE
1800 LINCOLN AVE - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
LOCKMUELLER GROUP; JAMES FARNY SR (812) 479-6200